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Olivia And The Babies
When midwife Callie Taylor agreed to be the surrogate mother for her best friend, Dr. Lucas
Gold, she couldn't have predicted that his marriage would fall apart exactly when she became
pregnant with his child. Suddenly her life has changed forever, and Callie's terrified of
becoming a mom to the baby she never dreamed of keeping.Even more terrifying are the
feelings she's starting to develop for Lucas--feelings that have nothing to do with her
hormones...and absolutely everything to do with his scorching kiss.
The morning after Thanksgiving, Enrique "Rick" Santiago, the sheriff of Forever, Texas, opens
his front door and discovers…a baby! Before he has a chance to say "who's the mommy" bigcity lawyer Olivia Blayne arrives to claim the adorable infant. She's relieved to find her nephew
safe, but is on a desperate search for her missing sister. Rick's only too happy to help, even if
he and Olivia instantly clash. Olivia's high-powered life is about responsibility—not laughter,
love and holiday joy. But something about joining forces with Rick leads her to realize that
there are more things missing from her life than her sister. And passion has its place—even if it
is only temporary. After all, her time away from her job in Dallas can't last forever. Or can it?
After all, Christmas is a wonderful time for surprises!
Olivia is a young girl from a working-class family background; she comes from a small
countryside village, nestled away along with other villages, in the Hope Valley area of
Derbyshire, in England. The story follows the events through her life over two decades.
Beginning in 1967 as she is brought by an ambulance to a hospital, in Manchester, England,
when she is losing an aborted baby, and she endures an inhumane and horrific experience at
the hands of a sadistic doctor. Olivia's life then begins to moves forward when she joins a
happy 'Hippy-Movement' crowd, before entering into a controversial marriage to a man many
years her senior. Then a short time later she experiences with her husband, a very traumatic
car accident, where at the hospital the attending doctor's prognosis, predicting that her life will
soon be coming to an end!! But her body, soul, and willpower insist on fighting for her survival.
A few years later she enters into a second doomed marriage. And in the following years that
pass, Olivia's life seems to turn into a big 'ROLLER-COASTER-RIDE!' Now always filled with
sex, drugs and rock & roll, as she clings to this wild, and crazy, hedonistic-lifestyle for her own
emotional security. Until many years later, when taking an overall, view and stock of her life,
which now seems to becoming so totally, out of her control, she finally decides that it's time for
her to jump off, all of these fast-fun-filled-rides, which are taking her to nowhere. So after much
soul-searching about what she does now really want in her life, she decides that it is time for a
reconciliation with her second husband Alex. They decide to go to start a fresh new life, when
they go to live together in North America, leaving all of her past behind her in England. So now
finally at last Olivia, begins to enjoy the much-needed love of her husband and family, which
deep down she had been craving for most of her life. Suddenly from somewhere one night out
of the blue in the year of 1987, a deep, dark, hidden force in her life returns, turning twentylong-lost-hidden-years, into a "FULL-CIRCLE!" Motivating her now to visit the world-downunder in Australia, forcing her to now confront and deal, with her dark, secret, hidden past,
which tragically ends, with sad, dramatic consequences! "WHO IS OLIVIA?" The writer has
portrayed in this woman's fiction novel a person that is as far removed from anything in
Hollywood as possible! She's just an ordinary girl, who could be living next door to you, or
anyone-else in the North of England. The life of Olivia has been portrayed and written in
colourful, vivid, imaginary, and detailed true to life form so that the readers can visualise Olivia,
as a real true to life person, that they could possibly identify with in part. While at times
understanding and feeling that some of the things that happened in her life, could also have
possibly happened in their own. But no matter what trauma, hardship, heartache or crisis
arrives in Olivia's life, she not only challenges it, grows from it and flourishes, she is also very
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determined to survive it all, whatever life throws her way. And the readers will soon realize, that
no matter how tough Olivia's going gets, she will never give up, even when she feels that her
world is crashing as it begins to crumble down all around her, she will keep on striving until she
perseveres. Yes Olivia is a true survivor and will always manage to keep on swimming, until
she reaches and gets herself across to the other side of the shore! So come on you ladies--And make yourselves very comfortable for this controversially, absorbing story, about the
reality of a woman who could be you, or one of your friends!!!! As Olivia dares u-all to take this
positively exciting and emotionally charged 'ROLLER-COASTER-RIDE' with her, hoping you
can hang on until the end, as you deal with what her life has in store as it turns into a 'FULLCIRCLE!'
Safeguarding babies and very young children is a highly complex process, involving difficult
decisions surrounding their needs, care, and whether they need to be separated from their
families. This book, based on a research study which followed babies who were identified as
likely to suffer significant harm before their first birthdays until they were three years old,
explores key issues surrounding the safeguarding process. These include how the decision
whether to remove children from their families are made, whether social work interventions
work and the impact they have on children's life pathways. It also examines the role various
participants, including parents, have in decision-making. The findings of the study show a close
link between decisions, maltreatment and children's developmental problems, and provide key
implications and recommendations for policy and practice. This significant book will be
essential reading for all those involved in safeguarding children, including practitioners and
policymakers, academics and researchers.
A suspenseful and romantic series that explores the depth of family loyalty, the cruelty of evil,
and the power of love. A stunning attack has changed Olivia and Nate's lives forever. As they
face their "new normal," their old life lingers beneath the surface and they can't leave behind
the suspense and romance. This Olivia Thompson box set contains books ten, eleven, and
twelve in the series.
A suspenseful and romantic series that explores the depth of family loyalty, the cruelty of evil,
and the power of love. Rosie Thompson's murder has been solved, but Olivia's battle is just
beginning. The darkness is still descending on Olivia and if Nate can't find a way to stop it, they
will lose everything. This Olivia Thompson box set contains books four, five, and six in the
series.
OLIVIA and the Babieswith audio recordingSimon and Schuster

A second chance at loveAs the single father of quintuplet babies, Michael doesn't just
have his hands full. He has his life full. Too full. The last thing he wants is to fall in love
with Olivia, the girl next door. He doesn't have the time. He's too busy changing
diapers.In the evenings, Olivia quilts and watches Pride and Prejudice, but after the
babies move in, she finds herself watching their tall, dark, handsome dad instead. The
Baby Tree is a sweet standalone Christian Romance.
Their lesson plans didn’t include love. But that’s about to change… When Martin
Krause arrives at Rose Owens’s high school, she’s determined to remain chilly with
her new colleague. Unfriendly? Maybe. Understandable? Yes, since a loathsome
administrator gave Rose’s beloved world history classes to Martin, knowing it would
hurt her. But keeping her distance from a man as warm and kind as Martin will prove
challenging, even for a stubborn, guarded ice queen. Especially when she begins to
see him for what he truly is: a man who’s never been taught his own value. Martin
could use a good teacher—and luckily, Rose is the best. Rose has her own
lessons—about trust, about vulnerability, about her past—to learn. And over the course of
a single school year, the two of them will find out just how hot it can get when an ice
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queen melts.
Noticing the attention showered on her mother and new baby brother William, an
exuberant Olivia adorns her pet dog and cat with baby clothes, renames them Olivia 1
and Olivia 2 and takes them out in a stroller.
This is the fourth installment in the highly successful inspirational story of Pastor Angie.
Fifty two year old Pastor Sheila Angela Davis , better known as Pastor Angie to all who
know her. Gods brought Angie a long, long ways since her Massive Right brain Stroke
along with her battle of Dementia. Angie .has just resumed full pastoral duties in her
ever increasing congregation of For The Love Of Christ Baptist Church. Pastor Angie is
still driving and running daily errands along with her twenty-four hour nursing staff that
enables her to live a pretty self sufficient life despite her disabilities. Nanny Angie as
shes known to her Grand children . Angie is able to babysit her five year old Grand son
Manny Chase . The former teacher is teaching the little intelligent boy how to read write
and his ABCs and one two threes. Angie also , tutors Bianca Campbell in her English
Composition papers. Angie is able to prove that she and Jesus are a winning team as
they conquer Dementia together. Despite getting lost on many occasions and on
horribly bad days with Angies Dementia, she talks complete and utter gibberish. She
still takes it all in stride and grace. Angie, handle challenge with the definite Joy of the
Lord, hence, the title I Still Have Joy.
THE SMART BABY SIGN LANGUAGE BOOK. How to teach your 6 month old baby
sign language with 5 simple steps to take TODAY! Making baby sign language so easy.
ALSO as a BONUS taken from The authors new book a full chapter Included inside on
POTTY TRAINING, using baby sign language with elimination communication giving
you incredible results. Here are (5) SMART EASY steps that any parent can take to
teach their baby sign language. Includes all up to date research and information to start
your baby communicating with you today!....You will also help prevent your babies
frustrations, Relieve fussiness, Crying, Develop elimination communication, Boost their
brain power and Further develop their amazing little minds. Get all the right information
here NOW on how to teach your baby ASL (American Sign Language). Also learn one
thing that YOU must NOT do! Giving your baby the best start for their amazing future
development. Simply Illustrated quick, easy, and NEW techniques modified to make
signing for YOU and your BABY easy and fun, a superb baby development book.
SMART BABY SIGN LANGUAGE gives you a sneak insight into the mind of your
amazing baby, Teaching you the basics signs then the most advanced signs to get your
baby communicating with you effectively. It allows your baby to show you some of the
things they are thinking and lets you share some of your thoughts with them. 4****
Review... I enjoyed this book. I have some previous knowledge of ASL and thought you
did a great job of describing the signs and giving helpful info about the benefits. 4****
Review... "A well written, and laid out baby sign language book, so easy to follow... For
Just $4.99 its a MUST BUY for YOUR baby's FIRST TWO years development!!" 5*****
Review... " Excellent got my baby communicating really quickly.......there's some
amazing signs to teach giving a fantastic start for my baby. I thank you Olivia for this
baby sign language book...."
Olivia the Ostrich was a star soccer player in high school and now she's all grown up
and soon to be a new mom to seven egg babies. Olivia finds herself separated from her
egg babies and has to muster the faith of a mustard seed to overcome her obstacle and
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reunite herself with her egg babies.
Contains these 6 OLIVIA 8 x 8 storybooks for the price of 4; a great value in one pack!:
OLIVIA Opens a Lemonade Stand Dinner with OLIVIA OLIVIA and the Babies OLIVIA
and the School Carnival OLIVIA Cooks Up a Surprise OLIVIA Leads a Parade
The Smart Parent's Potty Training Book 2012 © 2nd Edition 2013.The average age that
western children are potty trained is NOW HIGHER than at any time in HISTORY, 36
months for potty training girls, 38 months for boys. The Author Olivia Michael will give
you her simple methods to develop your child's natural ability to toilet train earlier. It's all
HERE in her latest book. Also NOW available in paperback this book makes a popular
choice as a caring and thoughtful Baby Shower Gift. Olivia's goal is to have your baby
potty trained between 12–18 months and in ALL cases before they are 2 years old.This
book is for mothers with babies 6 months old +, and for mothers who are not having
potty training success with their older child. The information inside will help you and
your baby prepare for the transition from diaper to potty, helping you make discrete
communication advances with your amazing developing baby.Olivia give's you (7) easy
no cost steps that all parents can take to successfully Potty Training their baby in 1-3
days. Olivia includes her up to date research and information to easily prepare your
baby from diaper to Potty.About The Author..Olivia Michael is a Law graduate who
previously worked in Law enforcement as a Child protection officer and a Child
behavioral and early intervention consultant. From 16 years old Olivia was employed as
a nanny for two children which developed her love, care and bond for children and the
later connection for her work in early child development and intervention.Olivia is
currently a stay at home mum and runs a successful day home specializing in children
aged 12 months old + . The pleasure of caring for her son, running her day home and
her passion for creating, writing and sharing her children's development books is what
drives Olivia in her work today.In 2010 she wrote and published her first book on THE
SMART BABY SIGN LANGUAGE BOOK where she also shares the additional benefits
that baby sign language has for Potty training your baby.Olivia recognizes that all
children are different and develop at different stages however, with the right discreet
development your child can be trained before they are 2 years old. Over the past 6
years she has personally potty trained dozens of children and advised numerous
parents on her method of potty training, with amazing results. Olivia wants to share
these successes with you in her latest book.The Author Olivia Michael will also help to
improve your baby's communication by teaching you the amazing benefits of potty
training using her Smart Parent's Potty Training Book. This includes reading the “Its
Time For Potty" Your baby's first Potty Training Rhyme Book with your baby. Also learn
WHY you should potty train your baby before they are 2 years old. So just relax and let
her take the stress and worry of potty training away from you..
Two previously published novels, first work A2011; second work A2012.
Lovingly designed by moms, for moms! This book is filled with stylish designs and
writing prompts to quickly and easily document your first year with your precious new
bundle of joy. Each page is layed out strategically with plenty of spaces for writing extra
details if you need, spots all throught the book for inserting photographs and more.
Here's a sneak peek of the fun pages you'll get in this book: When mom found out she
was pregnant! Baby's first photoshoot / ultrasound pictures All about Mommy (Full
name, city of birth, favorite foods/songs/colors/etc, childhood memories and more!) All
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about Daddy (Full name, city of birth, favorite foods/songs/colors/etc, childhood
memories and more!) Comparing pictures of baby, mom and dad as babies Family Tree
page (Parents, Grandparents and Great Grandparents) All about mommy's pregnancy
(foods mom craved and foods mom hated, songs and tv shows mom watched a lot of,
when mom first felt you move, when your dad first felt you move, when we found out
Boy or Girl!) All about your baby shower (who, when, where, foods, gifts and games!)
The day baby was born (labor time, location of birth, who was there, birth story from
mom and birth story from dad) The perfect baby (Baby's full name, date and time of
birth, birth weight and height, hair color and more) The day baby was born (day of
week, weather, #1 song/movie/book, famous people with same birthday, zodiac,
birthstone, etc) Baby's Name (names considered, why we chose baby's name, what it
means) Baby at home (first days with baby at home) Baby's Growing (1 week, 2 weeks,
3 weeks, 1 month, 2 months, 3 months, 4 months, 5 months, 6 months, 8 months, 10
months, 1 year) Baby's Firsts (Holding head up, reaching for things, smiling, rolling
over, crawling, dancing to music, laughing, first word, etc) First Birthday! (All about your
first birthday party) Did you know? This book is also available with your baby's name on
the front for the perfect personalized keepsake. Just search "Loveable Fringe" and your
baby's name to find yours now! And as always, if your baby's name isn't listed yet just
contact us on our website and we'll add it ASAP. Happy Shopping ??
What happens when pregnancy and the first few weeks of a baby's life don't go as
planned? How have advances in modern medicine and perinatal genetics redefined our
perceptions of what is possible?The First Breath by Olivia Gordon is a powerful medical
memoir about the extraordinary fetal and neonatal medicine bringing today's babies into
the world. Unveiling the intense patient-doctor relationship at work with every birth, this
book reflects on the cutting-edge medicine that has saved a generation of babies, the
combination of love and fear a parent feels for a child they haven't yet met and what
can happen before a baby's first breath.Olivia Gordon was twenty-nine weeks pregnant
when a scan found that her baby was critically ill. Thanks to a risky operation in utero
and five months in neonatal care, her son survived. The First Breath is the first popular
science book to tell the story of the fast developing fields of fetal and neonatal
medicine. It explores motherhood and the female experience of medicine through
Olivia's personal story and sensitive, intimate case histories of other mothers' high risk
births.The First Breath asks what it means to become the mother of a child who would
not have survived birth only a generation ago, showing how doctors and nurses save
the most vulnerable lives and how medicine has developed to make it possible for
these lives to even begin.
This carry-along boxed set includes six favorite Olivia stories at an incredible value!
Now wherever Olivia fans go, they can take their favorite books with them! This carryalong boxed set has a plastic handle and a Velcro closure, and provides endless
entertainment with six of Olivia’s best 8x8 storybook adventures: Dinner with OLIVIA,
OLIVIA and the Babies, OLIVIA and the School Carnival, OLIVIA Opens a Lemonade
Stand, OLIVIA Cooks Up a Surprise, and OLIVIA Leads a Parade. ©2012 SLP.
OLIVIA™ and © Ian Falconer.
Whether at home getting ready for the day, enjoying the beach , or at bedtime, Olivia is
a feisty pig who has too much energy for her own good.
Three months ago, a bomb exploded and changed Olivia and Nate's lives forever.
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The Smart Baby Potty Training Book 2012(c).The average age at which Western children are
Potty Trained is higher than at any time in history, 36 months for potty training girls and 38
months for boys. The Author Olivia Michael will give you her simple methods to develop your
child's natural ability to want to toilet train earlier. It's all contained in her latest book, which is
NOW also available in paperback. This book makes a popular choice as a Loving and
Thoughtful Baby Shower Gift. Her goal is to have your baby potty trained between 12-18
months and in ALL cases before 2 years old.This book is for mothers with babies 6 months old
+, and for mothers who are not having potty training success with their child. The information
inside will help them prepare for the transition from diaper to potty, helping you make discrete
communication advances with your developing baby.She give's you (7) easy no cost steps that
all parents can take to successfully Potty Training their baby in 1-3 days. Olivia includes her up
to date research and information to easily prepare your baby from diaper to Potty.Olivia
Michael previously worked in Law enforcement as a Child protection officer and a Child
behavioral and early intervention consultant. From 16 years old Olivia was employed as a
nanny for two children which developed her love, care and bond for children and the later
connection for her work in early child development and intervention.Olivia is currently a stay at
home mum and runs a successful day home specializing in children aged 12 months old + .
The pleasure of caring for her son, running her day home and her passion for creating, writing
and sharing her children's development books is what drives Olivia in her work today.In 2010
she wrote and published her first book on THE SMART BABY SIGN LANGUAGE BOOK where
she also shares the additional benefits that baby sign language has for Potty training your
baby.Olivia recognizes that all children are different and develop at different stages. Over the
past 6 years she has personally potty trained dozens of children and advised numerous
parents on her method of potty training, with amazing results. Olivia wants to share these
successes with you in her latest book.REVIEWS"Amazing, potty trained my baby at just turned
2 years old successfully and quick....Thank you". "Thank you Simply Awesome"Start your baby
early at 6 months and introduce baby sign language and her discreet potty training methods
that quickly develop your baby. This includes reading the "Its Time For Potty" Your baby's first
Potty Training rhyme book" with your baby. Also you will learn WHY you should try and potty
train your baby before they are 2 years old.The Author Olivia Michael will help to improve your
babies' communication and teaches you the amazing benefits of potty training using her Smart
Baby Potty Training Book. She gives you simple methods to develop your child's natural ability
to want to toilet train earlier. It's all contained in her new book. So just relax and let her take the
worry of potty training away from you.
Olivia, noticing the attention her mother gets when she has Baby William with her, decides to
dress her pets in baby clothes, rename them, and show them off.
Paige Wilder was married to her job as a high-powered attorney—until she suddenly became
guardian to an orphaned baby girl. Then Zach Crawford appeared on Paige's doorstep and her
life really went topsy-turvy. Because the sexy military pilot was determined to win custody of
his little girl…if the sparks that flew every time he and Paige were together didn't distract him
first! Paige couldn't bear to lose Emma—or trust her bruised heart—to anyone, especially not
Zach. But as he proved himself to be the perfect daddy, she soon realized that the family of her
dreams might be just a kiss away….
Ten favorite Olivia tales in one beautiful book—a great value, and a great gift! This storybook
treasury includes ten bestselling adventures starring the ever-imaginative Olivia in a 9 x 9
paper-over-board treasury: Dinner with OLIVIA, OLIVIA and the Babies, OLIVIA Opens a
Lemonade Stand, OLIVIA and the Haunted Hotel, OLIVIA and the School Carnival, OLIVIA
Cooks Up a Surprise, OLIVIA Leads a Parade, OLIVIA the Princess, OLIVIA Builds a
Snowlady, and OLIVIA Meets Olivia. Featuring eye-catching foil on the cover and charming
antics throughout, this deluxe collection of Olivia stories is a must-have for any fan! OLIVIA™
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Ian Falconer Ink Unlimited, Inc. and © 2013 Ian Falconer and Classic Media, LLC
Anne Geddes' photographs of babies have charmed countless fans for many years. In Until
Now, Geddes takes us behind the scenes to find out what she was thinking when she captured
these images, her 113 most-favorite photographs. Her text also provides a background to each
photograph and helps readers understand how this artist and her subjects work
together.Consider, for example, Geddes' comments about the shot she captured in 1991,
which she titled "Rebecca": "She didn't want to hold the tulips, and she didn't want to sit on the
chair-there were too many other things to be done. How do you get a 14-month-old to sit still'
Show her the jelly bean, and then put it down her trousers."From signature photos of newborns
to touching interactions between parent and child to enthusiastic poses from older children, this
gift-size hardcover edition of Until Now gathers together Geddes' most revealing and
compelling work. Whether she's posing babies in the garden or in the studio, Anne Geddes'
deep affection for babies and children is obvious in the award-winning images she creates.
Keepsake - Keep track and remember all your Babies firsts, as well as many more fun aspects
about mom and dad. Designed professionally for new expectant parents who are looking to
simply follow the growth of their little girl newborn. This prompt journal will save time and be a
beautiful keepsake baby book. Easy To Use - Prompts and spaces for you to capture and save
all your baby's first year experiences. Just add photos and write in the areas as prompted. Also
plenty of space for you to get creative! The Perfect Gift - Great baby shower gift for for friend,
mother, or wife! Sections Include: Positively Pregnant Your First Photo Shoot (Ultrasound) All
About Mommy All About Daddy Prompts for baby pictures of dad mom and baby Family Tree
All About Pregnancy Baby Shower The Day You Arrive Your Name Many more prompts
through out the first week tell your 1 year old.
Sarah Cass, the first and only female consigliere in the organization, thrives on power and
money. When she becomes a judge for the orphanage in Milan, all of Italy embraces her,
making her even more powerful. She becomes a woman scorned, going through a nasty
divorce from Rob, Anton s chief consigliere. Knowing all the tricks and secrets of the
organization, Sarah sets out to slowly destroy it and the men involved. Dubbed the Black
Widow , she embarks on a campaign to destroy Anton, the organization and anyone who
stands in her way, enlisting the help of Anton s rich and powerful enemies. You can run, but
you can t hide, threatens the organization as they are brought to their knees in this powerful
web of deception of catch me if you can. Don t miss the next book, A Network of Assassins, as
the saga continues.

Go beyond reading about early learning theories and see what they look like in action in
modern programs and teacher practices. With classroom vignettes and colorful
photographs, this book makes the works of Jean Piaget, Erik Erikson, Lev Vygotsky,
Abraham Maslow, John Dewey, Howard Gardner, and Louise Derman-Sparks visible,
accessible, and easier to understand. Each theory is defined—through engaging stories
and rich visuals—in relation to cognitive, social-emotional, and physical developmental
domains. Use this book to build a stronger comprehension of the foundations of early
learning theories and become more reflective and intentional in your work with young
children.
The Baby and the Couple provides an insider’s view on how infant communication
develops in the context of the family and how parents either work together as a team or
struggle in the process. The authors present vignettes from everyday life as well as
case studies from a longitudinal research project of infants and their parents interacting
together in the Lausanne Trilogue Play (LTP), an assessment tool for very young
families. Divided into three parts, the book focuses not only on the parents, but also on
the infant’s contribution to the family. Part 1 presents a case study of Lucas and his
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family, from infancy to age 5. With each chapter we see how, in the context of their
families, infants learn to communicate with more than one person at a time. Part 2
explores how infants cope when their parents struggle to work together – excluding,
competing or only connecting through their child. The authors follow several case
examples from infancy through to early childhood to illustrate various forms of
problematic co-parenting, along with the infant’s derailed trajectory at different ages
and stages. In Part 3, prevention and intervention models based on the LTP are
presented. In addition to an overview of these programs, chapters are devoted to the
Developmental Systems Consultation, which combines use of the LTP and video
feedback, and a new model, Reflective Family Play, which allows whole families to
engage in treatment. The Baby and the Couple is a vital resource for professionals
working in the fields of infant and preschool mental health including psychiatrists,
psychologists, social workers, family therapists and educators, as well as researchers.
This is a novel based on a true story. The story is about Olivia. She was born as a
result of a brutal rape of her mother at fifteen years of age. Olivia grew up in
unbelievable poverty, surrounded by sexual, physical, and verbal abuse from her uncle
and stepfather. But nothing stopped this little girl from dreaming big dreams and
becoming exactly what she desired. This is her amazing journey, under the most
difficult and unimaginable circumstances, and her resolve to overcome all. All the
broken pieces of her shattered life came together when she met her Savior at the age
of twenty-eight. Her life turned around and became an instrument to help others. Digna
Gonzalez was born in a small village in Central America. After suffering most of her life
through a series of disappointing events, she attempted suicide four times but was
miraculously saved each time. She came to the United States with two small children
and while pregnant with her third child. She continued to struggle until she became a
Christian, and then things started to turn around. She married a music pastor, and
together they became a team and have ministered to hundreds of men and women.
Digna published her first book of poems in 1999, and in 2003, she released her first
CD, Inspiraciones (Inspirations). Together with her husband, Digna started
Inspiraciones.net, a website to inspire and motivate others to dream big and never give
up. Digna has appeared on radio and television and has traveled to California, Texas,
Mexico, Guatemala, and Honduras. She has ministered inner healing in family retreats
and at other events. She now spends most of her time writing as well as sharing with
her husband in churches and special events.
Nate and Olivia's story is continued in book eleven, Loves Me Not. Nate and Olvia have
moved out of the city, but they couldn't leave behind the suspense and romance. In this
psychological thriller, women are going missing and Nate is the one person who might
be able to find them. Will he go back on his promise to leave his detective life behind or
will he once again be pulled into a life-and-death situation?
Olivia notices all the attention her mom gets when she's out with baby William. This
makes Olivia wonder... what if she had "Little Olivias" to show off? Before long, Olivia's
pets are wearing baby clothes and have had their names changed to Little Olivia 1 and
2. A fun new spin on "playing house", Olivia style!
It is only an affair...or so they believe in this Billionaires and Babies tale from USA
TODAY bestselling author Olivia Gates From their first explosive night, Caliope
Sarantos and Maksim Volkov agreed to no commitment, only pure pleasure. Then her
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pregnancy changed everything. Though the Russian tycoon made the baby his heir, he
disappeared from Caliope's life. Now, he's back, offering everything he didn't in the
past. But the shining promise of a happy ending is eclipsed by the shadow of his tragic
past...and his dark future. Will Caliope's heart break again? Or will Maksim risk
everything to claim this woman and child as his own?
After being dumped because her bottom looks like an unpeeled orange, discovering
she's heavy enough to appear on The Biggest Loser and mistaken for a pregnant
woman, Olivia Merrifield is understandably depressed. So depressed, that the only way
she can console herself is with a bag of peppermint slices.Since finishing her degree,
the road has become rocky for Olivia. Her longing for a baby has led to an unhealthy
relationship with cake. Her inability to choose a boyfriend who's not married, weird or a
player has given her self-esteem a swift kick to the kerb. Moving back to her hometown
of Merrifield hasn't helped either. Her friends are playing happy families and her mother
is on her case — when she's not joining a Kama Sutra yoga class or taking a younger
lover, that is.Deciding it's time to make over her life, Olivia embarks on a diet regime.
She meets the gorgeous Cole Anderson, a former property renovator who's recently
moved to town and is causing quite a stir every time he bends over. But between
grieving the death of his daughter, setting up a business and avoiding the bevy of
reporters who want to document his every move, Cole hasn't had a lot of time to get life
back on an even keel. He's merely existing until Olivia comes along.Cole likes Olivia
and Olivia definitely likes Cole. He's hot, sensible and a natural with babies.If only he
didn't own that cupcake shop across the road….
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